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sinus uses a self-made web interface for watching, downloading and searching tasks. also, there are
addons on the web, which are responsible for the display of subtitles, pictures and live-channels. so every
device, which can support web-interfaces, is suitable for this. @admin: easytether is a programm that
should work properly on your device, also for the download of the ipk-file you have to use this programm.
after using the programm easytether, you have to go to the menu “network” and then to the menu
“properties” to download the ipk-file. after downloading the ipk-file you have to follow the instructions how
you have to download the ipk file to your receiver. a lot of bugreport for openpli, they are all fixed but on
my openpli i have this error :info: project openpli has been builterror: ufs version mismatch -- reading
version table with older enigma2 version (v11.506-emu-r733).so if i build the project again i have this
message :error: ufs version mismatch -- reading version table with older enigma2 version (v11.error:
cannot run as root.error: ufs version mismatch -- reading version table with older enigma2 version
(v11.does someone knows how to fix these error or if not an other solution..thank you in
advance.regardsfilip. to prevent the error "error: cannot run as root.", you can set an adb pass on your pc.
you can do this by creating a file named "adb_pass" in the android system folder (internal
storage/sdcard/android). to prevent the error "error: ufs version mismatch -- reading version table with
older enigma2 version (v11.506-emu-r733)." when building your image, you can download all the files
oscam-build-for-arm+mips.zip, then you can set the adb pass on your pc. you can do this by creating a file
named "adb_pass" in the android system folder (internal storage/sdcard/android).
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i am trying to get the softcams working with the oscam emu on my sh4. i have installed all the plugins, but
i have noticed that the softcams do not work. i tried to run the softcams plugin with the option -u option,

but it did not work. sometime in the future i'd like to use the osgam emu to try and play a game in a more
aural way, as i have played sonic the hedgehog before but never sonic adventure. note: i am running on a
sh4 using the osgam emu and the oscam emu. (2004.12.19): i ran the oscam emulator the other day with
all the plugins installed and it worked fine. i was able to run sonic adventure, without any problems. the

problem is when i try to run a softcam, the camera hardware does not work. i have no idea if this is a
problem with the emulator or the softcam. i am running on a sh4 using the osgam emu and the oscam

emu. (2004.12.21): i have now run the oscam emulator with the softcam plugin installed. the softcam does
not work. i also tried to run the oscam emulator with the option -d option and the softcam did not work. to
be perfectly honest, i'm not sure why this is happening. i don't know why the softcam works in the oscam

emulator and not with the osgam emulator. (2004.12.21): i have now run the oscam emulator with the
softcam plugin installed. the softcam does not work. i also tried to run the oscam emulator with the option

-d option and the softcam did not work. the emulated arcade video system uses a modified version of
enigma2cac game core. like enigma2cac, the softcam emulators have very limited hardware resources.

therefore, to get a decent emulation, it is necessary to use a compatible emulator core. 5ec8ef588b
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